Fitting the Monitor Switching Module is very simple but the connectors **MUST** be orientated as shown in the pictures. Once installed, check carefully the wiring colors match the pictures **before** powering the unit up.

### Fitting Instructions

Remove the bottom panel  
Remove the expansion port label on the back  
Fit the Monitor Switching Module by removing the hex screws and fitting them through the back panel into the Dsub. The silver plate fits on the inside of the panel.  
Identify the GA2 header on the PCB  
Plug the connector into the GA2 into the header.

**CHECK the orientation of both ends of the cable.**

Power the MFC.

The Green LED on the Monitor Switching Module will flash 3 times an power-up to indicate it is working OK.

### Connections

Pins 1-8 will each be grounded when cameras 1-8 are selected.

- Pin 9 = 5v - with R19 fitted (Normal Configuration)  
- Pin 9 = 0v - with R10 fitted